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Quiet Time with My Seeya

SYNOPSIS
Time with my seeya is quiet time. Mum says that's because Seeya and I speak different languages. But that doesn't 
matter to us, because my seeya and I like all the same things . . .

Whether they are playing dress-ups, going on adventures, making pittu or reading to each other, any time shared 
between Sona and her seeya—her Sinhalese grandfather—is full of delight and bursting with love.

ABOUT THE CREATOR
Dinalie Dabarera is the author and illustrator of Quiet Time with My Seeya. Her previous book, The Cat with the 
Coloured Tail, written by Gillian Mears, was nominated for the Children's Book Council Australia Award for New 
Illustrator, as well as multiple other industry awards including an Australian Book Industry Award. She lives and works on 
unceded Gadigal land (Sydney, Australia). Visit her at dinalie.com.

STUDY NOTES
NB: YOU MAY NEED TO MODIFY SOME OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IF YOU HAVE SINHALESE-
SPEAKING STUDENTS IN YOUR CLASS. IF THIS IS THE CASE, ENCOURAGE THEM TO EXPLAIN THE 
WORDS ‘SEEYA’ AND ‘AIYOO’ IN THE STORY AND TO SHARE ANY OTHER SINHALESE WORDS IF 
THEY FEEL COMFORTABLE DOING SO.
• Before reading, show the book’s cover and run your fingers over the title as you read it out loud. Prompt engagement 

by asking questions such as: 
 ◦ What might the word ‘seeya’ mean if I told you the girl and the elderly man in the illustration are related? 

[Answer: Seeya means grandpa in Sinhalese—one of the two official languages of Sri Lanka.] 
 ◦ What can you find on the cover that helped you guess the answer to that question? **Note to teachers: if 

students do guess what the word means use the opportunity to congratulate them and explain that it isn’t always 
necessary to know a word or language to be able to communicate and that this story is going to show how.

 ◦ Where might people speak Sinhalese? **Note to teachers: unless you have students with a Sinhalese heritage in 
your classroom, it may be necessary to explain that Sinhalese is one of two official languages of Sri Lanka. It may 
also help to locate Sri Lanka on a map of the world and show some Google images of life in Sri Lanka.

 ◦ Sri Lanka is far from Australia. Does anyone in the class have a relative who has come from another country where 
they speak a language other than English? [Addressing those students who put their hands up] What name or 
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names do you use for your relatives?
 ◦ Do you think the girl and her seeya ‘like spending time together’? What on the cover told you that?
 ◦ Do you think they are always ‘quiet’ together? What on the cover helped you answer that question? 

• Read the story through once and, after finishing, ask the following questions to assess how well your students have 
understood the story:
 ◦ Why don’t the girl and her seeya know all the words when they read to each other?
 ◦ Does speaking a different language mean they don’t have fun together?
 ◦ What sort of things do they like doing together?
 ◦ Why isn’t sharing the same language a problem for them?
 ◦ How do you think the girl and her seeya feel about each other?
 ◦ How can we show people that we love them without using words?

• Reopen the book and turn to the page where the girl and her seeya are playing a hand-held video game. Explain that 
words aren’t necessary here either as the six small images tell us a lot about just how good Seeya is at beating the 
baddies. Encourage students to explain in their own words what is happening in each of the images.

• Go back a few pages to show that sometimes the way a word is shown on a page tells us a lot, too. Look at the first 
double-page spread where Seeya sneezes. Is he sneezing quietly here? What is it about the way the word ‘aaachoo’ 
is shown that helped students realise that the first half of his sneeze is loud and the second half is even louder? 
[Answer: The letters get bigger on the page, they are in bold and are so loud Seeya’s book goes flying and the girl’s 
hair is blown sideways.] 
 ◦ Now turn to the page where the girl and her seeya are playing with the toy dog and describe how the way the 

words look tells us about the sounds they make. 
• Once finished, close the book and talk a little about family trees. You may find drawing your own family tree is useful 

in demonstrating the concept, along with positions of parents, grandparents, siblings, uncles and aunts. Encourage 
students to either draw their own family tree or (if you think anyone might be uncomfortable doing this) learn to 
make a tree with branches labelled in another language.

• Turn to the pages featuring the girl and her seeya making pittu. Explain that pittu is a steamed rice flour and coconut 
dish that is eaten in Sri Lanka, the country where Seeya was born. Turn to the page featuring the six illustrations 
showing how to make pittu in the story. Explain that just as the girl and her seeya don’t need to speak the same 
language, we don’t need words to see how pittu is made. Encourage students to have a go at describing in their own 
words how to make pittu based on the images. Recipes for pittu are widely available on Google and YouTube so a 
lovely way to finish off reading this story would be to make pittu in your classroom for everyone to share!
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